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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
NASA policy stipulates that a minimum level of financial management reporting by 
contractors be invoked, but that adequate information be obtained to properly manage the 
effort. The NASA Contractor Financial Management Reporting System provides a great deal 
of flexibility for the use of various types/levels of reporting in order to effectively 
implement this policy. This approach provides opportunities for minimizing costs for 
obtaining the appropriate visibility into the financial status of a contractual effort. 
However, in orde~ for this approach to be effective, the cognizant NASA oersonnel respon-
sible for contractor cost performance must be highly knowledgeable as to cost control 
systems and the NASA system for contractor cost reporting, or have the support of per-
sonnel who have the requisite knowledge and experience. This paper covers material 
considered relevant to a proper understanding of these two subjects. It has been written 
primarily to serve as a guide at the working level for personnel of the Langley Research 
Center's (LaRC) Project Management Systems Division (PMSD) or other NASA personnel 
providing cost analysis and control support on major cost-type R&D contracts. However, 
the author has tried to present the subject material in a way that would also be meaning-
ful to any NASA technical personnel who have responsibilities which encompass contractor 
cost performance (either as a Technical Representative of the Contracting Officer or a 
manager of a portion of a contract effort) and other personnel who have a need for a 
general understanding of contractor cost status, for example, contract negotiators, 
administrators, price analysts, and budget analysts. It reflects the experiences of not 
only the author but many others, principally current and former personnel of Langley 
Research Center, who have worked on R&D projects involving major contracts. It also 
reflects a basic approach and some specific methods/techniques which have worked well on 
LaRC projects. 
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It should also be noted that the focus of this paper is the cost control of major 
research and development efforts involving cost-type contracts. Although much of the 
material is generally relevant to cost control of other types of contracts, all of the 
cited examples, opinions, and recommendations relate to the above type of contract. 
Likewise, the author's comments are focused on the cost control of large, multimillion-
dollar contracts in a project environment, where a specialist provides cost control 
support to the NASA lead for the contract effort. Although the same principles as 
discussed herein apply on smaller contracts, it should be recognized that many of the 
requirements and methods discussed would not normally be cost effective on smaller 
contracts. 
Lastly, it is important to note that the NASA Handbook, NHB 950l.2A, "Procedures for 
Contractor Reporting of Correlated Cost and Performance Data," contains the official 
guidelines (including NASA policies, procedures, and instructions to contractors and NASA 
personnel) for the administration of the Contractor Financial Management Reporting System. 
Therefore, the guidelines contained herein should be viewed as supplemental to those 
contained in NHB 950l.2A. 
2.0 NASA POLICY - CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORTING 
The regulatory framework for Contractor Financial tlanagement Reporting by NASA 
contractors is contained in three documents: NASA Management Instr~ction (NMI) 9501.1B, 
dated March 25, 1974, NASA Handbook (NHB) 9501.2A, dated October, 1971, and NASA 
Procurement Regulation 7.104-53. 
NMI 9501.1B, subject: Contractor Financial Management Reporting System, stipulates 
that "the NASA Form 533 series of Contractor Financial Management Reports shall be the 
basic financial medium for: 
(1) Reporting correlated information needed by NASA project management 
for the evaluation of contractor cost as it relates to schedule and 
technical performance; 
(2) Reporting actual and projected data necessary for assuring that 
contractor performance is realistically planned and supported 
by dollar and labor resources; and 
(3) Inputting contractor cost information into the NASA cost accounting 
sys tern as set forth in the Fi nanci a 1 ~lanagement Manual 9240." 
NllI 9501 .1B, which is contained in Appendix A, also states that the instructions and 
procedures relative to contractor financial reporting are set forth in NHB 9501.2A, dated 
October, 1971, (hereafter referred to as the Handbook), and on the reverse side of the 
NASA forms used for such reporting. 
The Handbook, entitled "Procedures for Contractor Reporting of Correlated Cost and 
Performance Data," is a comprehensive document which, as stated in its preface, "sets 
forth NASA policies, procedures, and instructions to contractors and NASA Project Managers 
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for the administration of the (NASA) Contractor Financial t1anagement Reporting System." 
This document is available to NASA e~ployees through the cognizant functional organization 
of any NASA installation, to NASA contractors through NASA installation Contracting 
Officers, and to other interested parties through the Government Printing Office, 
Washington D.C., 20402. The Handbook does not represent an ironclad, specific approach to 
contractor financial management reporting. In fact, it clearly recognizes (Ref., Section 
103) the appropriateness of exceptions "due to unique reporting requirements or capa-
bilities of the contractor's management system (which) may be approved at the installation 
level in accordance with local management procedures." More will be said later as to the 
number of specific instructions regarding reporting requirements which the Handbook itself 
stipulates be determined by the user. Though it does contain requirements, a very signi-
ficant portion of it can best be described as guidance for the development of appropriate, 
specific requirements. Section 104 of the Handbook specifies a set of minimum criteria 
for the use of the NASA Form 533 series of reports, including the specific reports which 
shall be required, as a minimum. This series of reports will be referred to as "533 
reports." 
Procurement Regulation (PR) 7.104-53, entitled "NASA Financial Management Reporting," 
contains the applicable standard contract clause(s) to be used when 533 reports are 
required. Appendix B contains a copy of this PRo It should be noted that the standard 
contract clause(s) does not contain a complete set of specific requirements applicable to 
all contracts or types/classes of contracts. The basic clause states clearly that 
Financial Management Reports shall be submitted by the contractor on 533 reports in 
accordance with the instructions set forth in NHB 9501.2A and on the reverse side of the 
form, as supplemented in the schedule of the contract. The clause, therefore, orovides 
for the inclusion of any reporting requirements deemed appropriate by cognizant NASA 
personnel, subject only to the limitations specified in this clause, namely, that NASA 
"will give due regard to the contractor's established Financial t1anagement Information 
System" and the restriction contained in the Handbook, namely, that the NASA-imposed 
reporti ng requi rements "shall be 1 imited to the mi nimum data necessary for effecti ve 
management." 
In summary, NASA, in the above cited regulations and Handbook, ref]uires the use of 
specified reports for certain types of contractual efforts, but has made provision for 
cognizant NASA personnel to impose special reporting requirements as long as these do not 
violate the two restrictions identified above. 
Department of Defense (DOD) policies and procedures pertaining to contractor 
financial management reporting requirements do not apply to NASA. However, much of the 
DOD instructional material and guidelines are relevant to the problems/issues encountered 
by NASA, and much valuable information can be obtained from DOD documents on this general 
subject. The two principal DOD documents are Instructions 7000.2 (Performance Measurement 
for Selected Acquisitions) and DAR 7000.10 (Contract Cost Performance, Funds Status, and 
Cost/Schedule Status Report). 
3.0 PURPOSES OF CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORTING 
The data submitted by a contractor in response to the Contractor Financial Management 
Reporting Requirement should be sufficient to meet the needs of cognizant NASA personnel 
with respect to their responsibility for the effective management of the contract, and 
also the needs of NASA's accrued cost accounting system. Data to satisfy the latter 
purpose are simple by-products of the data required to satisfy the first-stated purpose. 
The term "cognizant NASA personnel," as used herein would in all cases include the 
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Contracting Officer (CO) and the Technical Representative of the Contracting Officer 
(TRCO), and would also include project or line management or functional support personnel 
(e.g., Resource Analyst) if such personnel are assigned duties related to a given contract. 
The term "Analyst" will be used to identify the NASA person responsible for the resources 
planning and control functions on the subject contract. 
Let us look at the needs of these NASA personnel. We should first consider that a 
given contract is typically a part of a larger programmatic entity, for example, the 
Research and Technology Objectives and Plan (RTOP) or a project. As a general rule, if a 
requirement for 533 reporting has been established on a contract, it is reasonable to 
assume that the resources required for the effort are large enough that the effort has a 
significant bearing on resources planning and control at the RTOP or project level. If 
such a contract is part of a project effort, it would normally be a discrete "line item" 
in a detailed all-years resources plan for the project which would be developed and main-
tained by a Resources Analyst or someone assigned this task by the Project Manager. These 
plans are normally prepared for obligations and costs, as well as for commitments if 
deemed appropriate for control purposes. The analysis of status and outlook relative to 
such plans is extremely important to the Project Manager; this is essential to the devel-
opment of funding requirements, the project-level decision-making process, and for 
effective communications with NASA Headquarters personnel. These data are also necessary 
to meet certain externally-imposed requirements such as the Program Operating Plan (POP's), 
RTOP's, Management Information and Control System (MICS) reports, special Headquarters' 
requests, and periodic audits. 
The validity and, therefore, the utility of the above cited data at the project (or 
comparable organizational level) is a direct function of the validity of related data at 
the contract level. In this regard, the analysis of 533 reports is essential for overall 
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project planning and control. Proper analysis of a contractor's 533 reports in conjunction 
with other related information also provides the TRCO and the Project Manager with impor-
tant information for making decisions at the contract level. A reasonably accurate 
assessment of a contractor's resources status and outlook will permit NASA to consider 
options and exercise prerogatives which would in some instances otherwise not be possible. 
In this regard the subject of overruns warrants specific comment. The early detection of 
potential overruns permits the TRCO and his management to address such questions as 
whether certain work areas should be modified or cancelled in view of (1) the results 
achieved/ problems encountered to date vis-a-vis the project level cost status/outlook, or 
(2) changes in external factors (e.g., new Headquarters' plans/constraints). As a general 
rule, the identification of a potential contract cost overrun is a signal that a contract 
warrants special management attention. Even if a management decision is made not to take 
actions to eliminate or minimize the foreseen overrun, this should be the result of a 
review of all aspects of the situation, not the least of which is the financial status/ 
outlook. 
Analysis of 533 reports at levels 2 and 3 can help to size known or potential resources 
problems. The TRCO will generally be aware of the areas where the contractor is currently 
having significant technical or schedule problems as a result of his close interaction 
with contractor technical management personnel. However, the resources status/Outlook in 
subareas is not always visible to these technical ~ersonnel. As a general rule, these 
personnel are unlikely to volunteer such information even if it is known to them. The 533 
reports, with appropriate narrative information, are designed to bring together all of 
the elements which quantify the resources picture by subarea as well as for the total 
contract. To the extent that there is an understanding and agreement as to the resources 
status and outlook at the subarea level of the contractual effort, decisions can be made 
by NASA and contractor project management personnel which have been consciously developed 
to effect optimal results regarding technical, schedule, and cost performance. 
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The 533 reports (with appropriate narrative information) provide a common reference 
for effective communication between NASA and contractor management personnel. For example, 
if several options are presented by a contractor at a management review of a contract 
immediately prior to the start of flight hardware fabrication, the presentation should 
include an assessment regarding the cost, effects, and implications of each option. If 
the contractor recommends additional destructive system level testing, NASA personnel must 
consider the cost as well as technical performance/risk and schedule implications. In a 
case such as this, if the contractor had been submitting good cost information on 533 
reports, with appropriate narrative comments, NASA personnel would have knowledge of, or 
ready access to, relevant cost data. This would facilitate their understanding of the 
contractor's recommendation, and give them a reference for judging the reasonableness of 
the contractor's proposal relative to the cost impact .. NASA personnel would have more 
confidence that sufficient information was available to make a timely decision rather than 
sending the contractor "home" with instructions as to additional information required for 
NASA to consider their recommendation. In many instances, such delays are very costly. 
It has been mentioned that the cost data submitted by the contractor must meet the 
needs of NASA's accrued cost accounting system. This requires timely submittal of accurate 
bottom-line cost data - the actual costs to date and the costs expected to be incurred 
• during the remaining periods of contract performance. The Analyst should make sure that 
valid data are provided to the cognizant LaRC office in a timely manner to satisfy this 
requirement. If the Analyst has reason to believe that the data submitted are not valid, 
he should see that the cognizant office receives the best cost data available to meet 
their current needs and initiate corrective action with respect to subsequent contractor 
submittals. In this way, the Analyst can be assured of understanding the cost data 
forwarded to NASA Headquarters by LaRC's Financial Management Division. At times, this is 
important in order to communicate effectively with the cognizant Headquarters Program 
Office as to the financial status and needs of the contract or project. 
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It should also be noted that 533 reports can have value as historical data. Future 
programmatic decisions regarding activities in the same or related area(s) as a given 
contract effort can be enhanced if reliable, understandable cost data are available. 
There is a need to place 533 reports in a proper perspective relative to other means 
of reporting and cost analysis as these reports can be misused if an attempt is made for 
these reports to provide all of the cost-related information needed by NASA personnel. 
When appropriate, special or periodic comprehensive cost reviews should be conducted with 
the full participation of key contractor and cognizant NASA personnel. The possible use 
of cost modeling techniques for cost estimating should also be considered. This is 
especially appropriate at key points in a hardware development program, for example, 
critical design review, or when a major reprogramming occurs. Specialists within LaRC's 
Projects Directorate (PPCOjPMSD) are available to provide any needed support in this area. 
It should also be recognized that for the purposes of real-time management by NASA, a 
considerable amount of important cost-related information will be obtained initially in 
the form of verbal reports from cognizant contractor personnel or in written form 
prior to the receipt of 533 reports. Verbal inputs are often obtained by regular periodic, 
typically weekly, teleconferences involving key personnel of the NASA and contractor 
project teams, as well as from one-on-one discussions between the NASA and contractor 
managers and subordinate counterparts, and between the NASA and contractor personnel with 
functional responsibility for project cost management. In addition, important information 
is often obtained from copies of current contractor reports, for example, problem or 
variance reports, cost offset or cost concern reports, and weekly manpower reports 
pertaining to critical work areas. 
In summary, the 533 reports, with appropriate narrative comments, should be thought 
of as the formal medium for cost reporting, providing an appropriate structure and the 
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necessary continuity for cost analysis and cost-related management considerations during 
the period of contract performance. 
4.0 NEED FOR SPECIALLY TAILORED REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
The above identified NASA regulatory documents clearly indicate that the NASA 533 
series of reports is the backbone of the NASA Contractor Financial Management Reporting 
System. However, as previously stated, these documents do not constitute a complete, 
detailed set of reporting requirements for any given contract. Contracts of the size and 
type requiring "533 Reporting" vary in many respects. A list of the possible differences 
which affect the appropriate "specification" for Contractor Financial Management Reporting 
would include (1) total estimated cost of the contract effort and subefforts, (2) nature 
of the effort relative to cost risk, (3) degree to which the cost of the effort and/or 
subefforts is controllable, (4) the duration of the effort and subefforts, (5) criticality 
of the effort or subeffort relative to other dependent efforts, and (6) the contractor's 
internal management control system(s) and organizational structure. It is only after due 
consideration is given to these factors, as well as any others that can be identified as 
being significant, that a definitive statement of reporting requirements can be prepared 
for a given contract. 
In the case of a competitive procurement, the request for proposal will contain a 
reporting requirement based on the best judgment of the cognizant NASA personnel without 
regard as to which contractor will be performing the effort. Upon selection of a con-
tractor for negotiation, the cognizant NASA personnel should reevaluate the stated 
requirement considering all available information regarding the selected contractor's 
internal management control system(s) and organizational' structure. If additional, 
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relevant information is obtained from the contractor during negotiations, this should also 
be considered before the final determination of the reporting requirements. In the case 
of a sole source procurement, it may be possible for NASA personnel to make such 
considerations at the time the Request for Proposal (RFP) is prepared. This will usually 
facilitate negotiations. 
Why is it so important for consideration to be given to the contractor's internal 
management control system(s) and organizational structure? Because of the prevailing 
inertia within a given contractor's organization to manage their efforts "their" way. 
This includes methods, hardware/software and organizational arrangements for collecting 
information regarding technical/schedule/resources status and plans, preparing reports, 
reviewing status, working problems, and interfacing with customers. When a customer 
imposes a requirement that runs counter to the natural grain of a contractor's established 
system, rough"going can be anticipated. Often a contractor will accede to such require-
ments in order to avoid delays or complications in the overall negotiation process. In 
some insta"nces, contractors take the position "if that's what they want, that's what we'll 
give them," with the best of intentions. The end product will usually be very expensive, 
and create new problems. In other cases, NASA personnel are successful in selling such 
requirements to one or even a few of the contractor's key personnel with the result that 
at negotiations the contractor signs up for these requirements with the intent of changing 
or augmenting significantly the existing internal system(s). In order for this approach 
to be effective, the individual(s) on the contractor's team who was sold the NASA approach 
must then be successful in overcoming the inertia in the contractor's organization/system. 
In many instances, one organization, for example, Finance or Manufacturing, can prevent 
the successful implementation of changes necessary to meet requirements agreed to by 
contractor project personnel. The reassignment of key contractor personnel will also make 
it difficult to effect significant changes in the way a contractor does business. 
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It is recommended that consideration be given to the use of selected contractor 
internal documents to meet reporting requirements. Reports reflecting the status of or 
plans for selected procurements, drawings, critical items, problem areas, change orders, 
and deviations from plan(s) might be used effectively on either a regular or as-needed 
basis. It is often desirable to receive supplemental reports during a particularly cost-
sensitive period of a contract effort. An agreement should be reached in advance as to 
whether an internal report(s) will satisfy NASA/LaRC's reporting'requirements. 
5.0 ROLE/FUNCTIONS OF RESOURCE ANALYST - OVERVIEW 
On a major project, one or more Analysts will normally be assigned to support the 
Project Manager in the areas of resources planning, control, analysis, and reporting. The 
Analyst is part of a project team which in the case of a major contract involves a TRCO 
who has overall responsibility for contractor performance (technical, schedule, and cost). 
The Analyst supports the TRCO(s) on the project team as well as the Project Manager. 
Normally, support i~ provided to the TRCO(s) during both the preaward period and the 
period of contract performance. Initially, the Analyst helps to develop NASA's position 
as to the reporting requirements. In some instances, the Analyst, in concert with the 
TRCO, interacts with contractor personnel during the period between contractor selection 
and contract award. The purpose of any such discussions during this period would be to 
ensure there is a mutual understanding of (1) NASA's requirements, as stated in the NASA-
proposed contract, (2) the contractor's proposal relative to these requirements, and 
(3) how (1) and (2) relate to the contractor's established internal systems. After con-
tract award, the Analyst normally provides support to ensure timely implementation of the 
negotiated reporting requirements by the contractor and adequate reporting during the 
period of performance, as well as performing analyses of the submitted reports. These 
functions are discussed in the remaining sections of this paper. 
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6.0 REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 
6.1 Basic Design Approach 
There are several principles and concepts which should be kept in mind by the Analyst 
in addressing the subject of reporting requirements. These requirements can be thought of 
as a design intended to meet the purposes (performance specifications) of 533 reporting as 
stated above. This design should be as simple as possible, using consistent, under-
standable methods to provide valid, timely, appropriate data. As discussed above, the 
Analyst is the individual on the NASA team with functional responsibility for achieving 
this design objective. 
6.2 Reports Do Not Control Costs 
It is important that the Analyst recognize the fundamental principle that cost control 
systems and cost reporting systems do not control costs. People control costs. No control 
system, no measurement of performance, no cost estimate, no report of status, is ever an 
end in itself. The Analyst can provide a valuable service by ensuring that this principle 
is honored in practice. Cost control systems, if properly designed and implemented, aid_ 
people in controlling costs by providing pertinent, useful information in easily under-
standable form in a timely manner. If the appropriate information is obtained, it will 
lend itself to meaningful analysis, meaningful in the sense that it provides the TRCO with 
insights which help him or her to manage the effort. 
6.3 Contractual Aspects 
The official reporting requirements should be included in the contract. Gentlemen's 
agreements to receive, on an informal basis, data which cognizant NASA personnel consider 
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necessary should be avoided. If at any time the Analyst feels this principle is being 
violated, the matter should be taken up with the TRCO, and Project Manager, if necessary, 
to correct the mode of reporting. Any communications with the contractor regarding such 
problems should be made either through or with the full knowledge of the Contract 
Administrator. The TRCO should coordinate matters of this nature with the Contract 
Administrator. 
If 533 reporting is made a contractual requirement, it is standard practice at 
NASA/LaRC for the appropriate clause in NASA PR 7.104-53 to be set forth in the contract. 
Generally, details regarding all contractual reporting requirements are included in an 
exhibit to the contract schedule entitled "Data Requirements List and Data Requirement 
Description (ORL/ORO)." The ORL identifies the required reports, indicating submittal 
requirements, that is, frequency and dates, and what action is required of NASA/LaRC. The 
ORO contains the instructions for the preparation of each required report. The ORL and 
ORO for financial management reports contain instructions which supplement those contained 
in the Handbook and the 533 forms. The instructions are necessary to fulfill the intent 
of the 533 reporting requirement. There are a number of specific instructions which must 
be provided to the contractor when 533 reporting is involved. Appendix C contains a 
checklist of these items. In addition, there are generally several subjects on which 
supplemental instructions or guidelines are advisable in order to ensure a mutual under-
standing of the reporting requirement. Appendix 0 contains an example of a typical ORO, 
covering several of the subjects on which supplemental instructions are often required, 
including the content of narrative analyses, changes to baselines, and the use of 
management reserve. 
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6.4 General Types of Data Required 
In all cases where 533 reporting is required, the contractor must submit reports 
showing (1) actual (accrued) costs, (2) an original contract baseline plan, identified in 
the Handbook as the "Initial Report", (3) his current best estimate as to the costs to be 
incurred in the future, (4) any revisions to his baseline plan, (5) appropriate narrative 
remarks, and (6) a reconciliation from the original contract value to the present contract 
value. These data are submitted on 533M and/or 533Q formats or reports submitted with 
these formats. One additional type of data which is optional under the 533 reporting 
system is the "Performance" data submitted on the 533P format. All of these types of 
data, as well as the possible substitution of formats containing the same data as the 533 
formats, will be discussed in detail. 
6.5 Initial Report 
As stated in the Handbook: "An' Initial Report' in complete detail, time-phased for 
the expected life of the contract, will be submitted by the contractor within ten (10) 
days after authorization to proceed has been granted unless otherwise specified by the 
Contracting Officer. This 'Initial Report' will reflect the original contract value 
detailed in terms of the negotiated reporting categories and shall be the original 
contract baseline plan." It should be noted that the amounts shown on this report below 
level one for subdivisions of work, or at any level for elements of cost, or for any 
particular time period other than the total period of performance are not normally amounts 
which have been negotiated with NASA. The total dollar amounts are not "priced line 
items" representing a binding agreement between the contractor and the Government. It is 
important to recognize that contractors generally submit this Initial Report prior to the 
development of a comprehensive, detailed budget plan. After the completion of negotiations, 
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the contractor must perform a number of tasks before a comprehensive, detailed, time-
phased budget plan can be finalized. Negotiations will often impact the contractor's 
tentative resources, schedule, and technical plans. Typically, further coordination with 
supporting line organizations is required in order for the contractor's Project Manager to 
establish budgets at the level at which specific individuals will be held accountable for 
performance. The contractor's Project Manager will normally attempt to retain an amount 
(typically between 5 and 10 percent of the total contract value) in a "management reserve" 
account that is then available to cope with any major cost problems not provided for in 
the assigned budgets (management reserve is discussed further in Section 7.5). In addi-
tion to establishing a reserve, the Project Manager often has to adjust his plans to 
reflect changes in projected direct and indirect rates based on official corporate 
revisions which must be used. The importance of establishing a detailed, time-phased 
budget as early as possible after contract award is generally recognized by NASA's prime 
contractors. However, cognizant NASA personnel must allow the contractor adequate time to 
develop, coordinate, and approve such a plan. 
6.6 Cost Baseline(s} 
The instructions for the 533M report state that if planned costs are shown (which is 
optional), these data "are obtained from the time-phased baseline plan which includes the 
original contract value plus authorized changes." In the same instruction, the term 
"planned cost" is equated to "budgeted cost." These terms are not always gi ven the same 
meaning by different contractors, and there is an even greater probability that a partic-
ular contractor does not give these terms the same meaning as they have in NASA's 533 
reporting system. Therefore, it is imperative that an agreement be reached as to the 
meaning of these as well as any related terms as early as possible during the pre-contract-
award period. 
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The Handbook does not make provision for any changes to the detailed. time-phased 
plan submitted by the contractor in the Initial Report unless there is a contractual 
action which changes the contract value. This is very desirable and should be adhered to 
unless there is strong evidence that the circumstances on a given contractual effort are 
such that this would not be in the best interest of NASA. It is generally in the best 
interest of NASA for a contractor to establish and maintain a detailed. time-phased budget 
in a manner which will best contribute to effective management of the contract effort. 
The application of this principle supports the practice of NASA not just permitting but 
actually desiring a contractor to make certain changes to the original baseline under 
conditions other than contract changes. Good judgment and effective communications 
between NASA and contractor personnel are essential in this regard. In consideration of 
the importance of this subject. a few examples are appropriate. 
It is not a rare occurrence for a major change in approach or design to be made on a 
research and development effort without having a change in contract value. For example. 
changes in the predicted environment in which a system will have to function could require 
a basically different structural design and/or control system than what had originally 
been planned. Similarly. the unavailability of test facilities essential for the conduct 
of the original test program could result in significant changes in the schedule and/or 
major changes in test fixtures or equipment. Changes such as these can significantly 
affect the cost estimates for various r~porting categories and sometimes necessitate 
additional categories. Other types of changes which frequently affect the anticipated 
costs in particular categories are direct and indirect rate changes and corporate level 
make or buy decisions. There are many times when changes such as these are in no way 
related to the performance of the individual or organization responsible for budgets that 
have been significantly impacted. As a general rule. companies try to follow the principle 
that a budget should reflect only those amounts which are controllable by the individual 
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who is being held accountable, and therefore would make the appropriate budget changes. 
This preserves the integrity of the budget as a tool for cost control. 
Another example of a situation that would normally dictate that budgets be revised is 
the occurrence of a major change in contractor project management followed by a major 
review of project status and plans with contractor and NASA management which provides 
considerable evidence that the original, detailed, time-phased budget baseline is basically 
invalid, irrespective of whether the effort can be accomplished within the original 
contract value. At this point, the original baseline has very little meaning as a frame 
of reference for future management actions. What is needed is a new plan, which is 
understood and endorsed by the contractor and NASA personnel responsible for the remaining 
tasks. 
It is not possible to set a hard and fast rule as to how frequently a contractor 
should be permitted to change his cost baseline under circumstances not involving a contract 
change. The sample ORO in Appendix 0 reads: "Changes to baseline budgets should be held 
to a minimum and should not be made more frequently than twice during any twelve-month 
period unless extraordinary conditions necessitate such action." This has proved to be a 
sound general rule on the contracts managed by the LaRCjProjects Directorate. Judicious 
use of baseline revisions is recognized by the DOD system, as evidenced by the fact that 
DOD's Cost Performance Report (Form DO 1164) provides for changes in original budgets due 
to internal replanning and the application of management reserve as well as from contract 
changes. Industry has long recognized the need for controlled revisions of original 
budgets, even for highly structured efforts. For example, Bechtel Power Corp., as a 
standard practice develops a "Definitive Estimate which is the most comprehensive estimate 
prepared for a project and forms the basis for all detailed cost and schedule budgets. It 
is prepared prior to the start of construction when engineering is approximately 40-50 
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percent complete and equipment and materials are approximately 50 percent committed. It 
rep 1 aces all previ ous es tima tes and budgets." The author ma i nta ins that an equally strong 
case can be made for revising the detailed budget plan for a complex R&D effort if and 
when knowledge as to the work to be done differs significantly from what was known when 
the original detailed plan was developed. A budget is essentially a tool for the use of 
management in planning and controlling an effort. The best budget is the one which is 
most useful to management at a point in time. 
The 533P report is based on an earned value concept {discussed in Section 7.3} which 
necessitates the measurement of work accomplished in terms of the value originally 
assigned to subdivisions of work in the baseline plan. Consistent with this methodology, 
the 533P report makes no provision for updating of the original baseline during the period 
of performance other than for the purpose of reflecting contractual changes. Much of what 
has been discussed above also applies to performance baseline. If possible, it should not 
be changed unless the total contract value changes; however, under situations such as 
discussed above it might be necessary to revise it in order for it to remain a meaningful 
tool. If the work which is currently planned to be performed in various areas has changed 
significantly from what had originally been planned, it becomes very difficult to assign 
values to the work accomplished which are based on the original detailed plan. In such 
cases, consideration should be given to updating the performance baseline plan. 
In order to deal effectively with the general subject of cost baseline, it is also 
necessary to understand its function in a contractor's management control system, vis-a-
vis his current "operating" plan and best estimate of future costs. As a general rule, 
the data obtained as a result of requiring a 533P report will only be worth the attendant 
cost if the methods used to develop the data are an integral part of the contractor's 
management control system. 
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It can be inferred properly from the above comments that the subject of cost 
baselines is a classic problem in cost control, reporting, and analysis. There are no pat 
answers or solutions. The 533 reports, per se, do not provide the specifics for handling 
the range of situations which are encountered. The best guideline for the Analyst to keep 
in mind is the principal purpose for cost reporting requirements, that is, to provide 
appropriate visibility as to cost performance and plans for NASA personnel to properly 
manage the contract effort with respect to cost as well as technical and schedule per-
formance. The approach to a cost baseline (including definition, methodology for development 
and changes, and relationship to management reserve) which best serves the above purpose 
is the best approach for NASA. 
6.7 Contents of Recurring Reports 
Too much attention is often given to the total number of reporting categories, that 
is, the subdivisions of work within the Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) on which NASA will 
receive cost data. A preferable approach to this subject is to address two questions: 
first, whether the reporting categories give NASA appropriate data for the previously 
identified purposes, and secondly, whether the reporting categories are ~atural elements 
of the contractor's management cost control systems, including the manner in which he 
establishes areas of responsibility/accountability, plans his resources, accumulates 
resources data, and reviews/approves status and plans. 
The Handbook contains a considerable amount of information on work breakdown structures 
which is directly relevant to the subject of what data should be received from the contractor. 
Additional guidance can be obtained from the NASA Handbook, NHB 5610.1, "Handbook for 
Preparation of Work Breakdown Structures. " Both documents state that the WBS should be 
product- or task-oriented, and should be structured in terms of the Statement of Work, 
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that is, the identified tasks which constitute the contractual effort. This is an 
excellent general rule. For the purposes of negotiating contract changes, it is of the 
utmost importance for NASA to have contractor cost data - actuals and estimates -
structured in this manner. It is recommended that in all cases, such data be maintained 
by the contractor and be readily accessible to NASA upon request. It is recommended that 
533 reports be structured in a like manner unless a condition exists which clearly indicates 
that an alternate structure of these reports would be in the best interest of NASA and the 
Government. In some instances, this will be appropriate because the contractor is 
managing the effort in a manner which does not correspond to all of the end items. As 
stated in NASA's WBS Handbook: "The WBS must reflect and represent the way work efforts 
are to be organized, managed and accounted for." In some instances, it is possible to 
structure 533 reports in a way that is oriented toward both end items and the contractor's 
functional organization, for example, breaking out (1) Engineering, and (2) Manufacturing, 
under a Level 3 hardware system. There is no simple way to determine when circumstances 
warrant deviating from end-item type 533 reporting. The NASA WBS Handbook contains con-
siderable guidance on this subject. In summary, NASA should get the information needed to 
properly manage a contract from a cost performance standpoint, and this should be the 
guiding principle when considering making an exception to the above general rule (i.e., 
end-item orientation). 
The appropriate number of reporting categories is essentially a function of (1) the 
amount of cost involved, (2) rate of cost incurrence, and (3) relative cost risk. As a 
general rule, the reporting categories (subdivisions of work) should be in the range of 
$lOOK-$500K. It is relevant to note that the NASA requirement for 533 reporting is 
applicable to all cost-type or fixed-price-incentive contracts with a value over $100k with 
a period of performance of one year or more. In a sense, the reporting categories on a 
major contract can be viewed as "mini-contracts." If subdivisions of work are selected 
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which are in consonance with the above, the number of items, per se, will rarely result in 
inordinate reporting costs. 
It is extremely important that the cost data in 533 reports be organized in the same 
way, that is, the same entities within the WBS, as schedule data. This permits the 
correlation of these data for a given subarea of work. It is also extremely important 
that NASA maintain control of the contract Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). The initial 
WBS should be reviewed to ensure that it is consistent with NASA needs and approved only 
when this has been determined. Subsequent changes should be held to a minimum, and the 
contractor should not be permitted to make any changes without first obtaining NASA's 
approval. Before granting approval of a WBS change, NASA should obtain information from 
the contractor as to the effects of the proposed change, including the costs in affected 
subdivisions of work under the present WBS and the proposed WBS. 
In addition to the types of quantified data cited above, it is imperative that 
appropriate, timely written comments be obtained from the contractor. The Handbook provides 
guidelines regarding the narrative content to be prepared and submitted by the contractor. 
However, it is usually advisable to provide the contractor supplementary guidance to 
ensure that the proper information is received. One approach for doing this is the use of 
a Data Requirement Document (ORO) which is made an exhibit to the contract. Appendix 0 
contains an example of a ORO which addresses the requirements for narrative comments on 
several subjects including incurred or potential cost variances, cost concerns and related 
recovery plans, potential cost offsets, use(s) of management reserve, changes in direct or 
indirect rates, and baseline revisions. Timely narrative comments on these subjects are 
extremely valuable to cognizant NASA personnel. 
The Handbook specifies the conditions under which 533M and 533Q reports must be 
received from a contractor. It should be understood that these are NASA's minimum 
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requirements, and in no way constrain the use of these reports under other conditions when 
such use is considered to be in the best interest of NASA. On the other hand, it should 
be understood that NASA's policy, as expressed in the Handbook, is that certain, sets of 
financial data must be received from a contractor under certain conditions. Although 
these sets of data are identified by reference to forms 533M and 533Q, there is sufficient 
flexibility in the policy to permit the use of a different format(s), assuming this would 
provide all of the required data. Thus, there is the possibility of using contractor 
reports to satisfy NASA's needs and requirements. As contractors make greater use of 
sophisticated automated systems for financial planning and control, the possibilities of 
using contractor's reports become much greater. In some instances, the data identified in 
the Handbook as "533M" and "533Q" data can be combi ned in one report. There are inherent 
advantages to the use of contractor reports. However, there is a risk as well. When a 
contractor employs a "company system" to satisfy NASA's reporting requirements, a certain 
amount of control is lost. For example, a major change might be made in the system which 
precludes the preparation and display of data in the same manner as before, or higher 
priority work might preclude timely completion of the report. Therefore, it is important 
that NASA obtain a clear understanding with a contractor when his reports are to be used 
to meet NASA requirements that such reports are acceptable substitutes for the NASA 
form(s) only as long as all of the data called for on the NASA form(s) are contained 
therein and the contractor's report is submitted in a timely manner. If such an agreement 
is reached and is then honored, it is likely that the resultant cost reports will be more 
valuable than what would have been received if NASA had insisted the contractor either use 
a separate automated system to generate 533 reports or manually prepare 533 reports using 
data abstracted from existing internal reports. The above approach is implemented by the 
use of the express i on "533M (or Q, or P, as appropri ate) or equi va 1 ent" in the contract. 
No change is made to this contractual language regardless of whether a substitution is 
permitted. 
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7.0 GUIDE FOR REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF 533 REPORTS 
7.1 Understanding the Contractor's Report 
It is very common for misunderstandings to exist and not unusual for time-consuming 
problems to arise because a contractor's 533 reports aren't understood. The most basic 
requisite for understanding the contractor's reports is the use of terminology which is 
mutually understood by contractor and NASA personnel. The Handbook (Ref., Section 403) 
and the 533 formats provide some guideline in this respect. It is usually advantageous to 
adopt a more comprehensive glossary of terms than what is contained in the Handbook. 
Maximum consideration should be given to any glossary which the contractor currently uses. 
Section 11.0 contains a glossary of terms which should be useful to the reader in under-
standing this report. In addition, it can be provided to NASA and contractor personnel as 
a first step toward achieving an understanding of these terms. In all cases, the definitions 
in the glossary are consistent with the NASA Handbook. 
It is impractical if not impossible to compile a checklist to ensure that 533 reports 
are totally understandable. However, a few items which seem to cause a great deal of 
confusion are worth noting, namely: (1) the constituents and dateline of the plan reflected 
in the 533, that is, what the contractor has included in the plan, (2) the method used by 
the contractor to correct errors in previously reported plan or actual data, (3) the 
method used to reflect subcontractor cost data, (4) the rate bases for actual and plan 
data and how they are updated, (5) the methods used by the contractor to update his 
estimate of costs to complete the effort, and (6) the status of management reserve. 
The Analyst should have a contractor counterpart who either has first-hand knowledge 
as to what is in the 533 reports or can easily obtain necessary clarifications. It is 
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usually not cost/time effective for the above kinds of information to be obtained by the 
Tech Rep through the contractor's Project Manager or technical leads. The Analyst, 
however, should take the necessary actions to ensure that he understands the contractor's 
533 reports, and keeps the NASA TRCO and other cognizant personnel properly informed. In 
some instances, it is extremely desirable or even imperative for the Analyst to visit the 
contractor's plant to obtain data or jointly review aspects of the contractor's financial 
status or plans. If the Analyst has a good understanding of the reports previously 
prepared by the contractor, it will be much easier to accomplish the objective of such a 
visit. The Analyst should at all times work in concert with the TRCO and other cognizant 
members of the project team. With respect to understanding the contractor's 533 reports, 
this would normally include discussing the report to verify the reasonableness of the con-
tractor's estimates and assessment of status/outlook, and to obtain additional information 
to enhance his own understanding of the cost status/outlook. In practice, there is 
normally a considerable amount of two-way communication between the Analyst, the TRCO, and 
subordinate technical leads as well on very large contracts. 
7.2 Review and Acceptance of Contractor Plan 
The contractor's Initial (533) Report, containing his "original contract baseline 
plan" should be reviewed by the Analyst, TRCO, and other appropriate personnel. As a 
general rule, the TRCO, with the suppoit of the Analyst, should determine who will review 
each subarea of the contractor's plan, establish a schedule for the completion of these 
reviews, and provide guidelines and assistance to these reviewers, as required. These 
reviews should ensure that the contractor's plan is consistent with the contractual 
Statement of Work and the baseline schedule. The Analyst will usually examine the direct 
and indirect rates reflected in the plan to make sure these are reasonable, or in any 
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event are understood vis-a-vis the rates considered reasonable by NASA. The amounts and 
types of direct labor hours and dollars for materials, subcontractors, and other direct 
costs should be consistent with the results of negotiations. Special attention should be 
given to any significant changes since negotiations in contractor estimates for subareas 
of work, and/or those subareas which presented a significant amount of difficulty during 
negotiations. The TRCO should establish the approach to be taken with respect to communi-
cations between the reviewers and contractor personnel for the purposes of obtaining 
clarifying information or informing the contractor that certain data, as submitted, are 
not considered adequate. As a general rule, the latter type of communication should be 
made by the TRCO, with proper coordination with the cognizant NASA Contract Administrator. 
The Analyst often supports the TRCO by collecting the inputs of the technical reviews, and 
integrating the results into a report to the TRCO. This report should identify any 
deficiencies in the plan that warrant contractor action. The final step in the process is 
the action taken by the TRCO with the contractor, either indicating that the plan is an 
acceptable initial baseline plan or identifying the deficiencies which the contractor must 
correct. 
7.3 Variance Analyses 
The Analyst should be "on top of" several sets of cost variances on the contract. 
The term "on top of" is used because of its broad connotation. In this context, it 
implies not just the knowledge of the significant variances, past and present, but also 
the existence of any trends, the principal reasons for the variances, what is being done 
about them, and what the cost forecast is for the affected areas. 
The first of these sets of key variances is generally referred to as a budget 
variance, that is, the difference between actual accrued costs and planned accrued costs 
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for a period of time or cumulatively to a point of time. The second set is generally 
referred to as a performance variance, that is, the difference between actual accrued 
costs and the amounts which would have been accrued if everything that had been accom-
plished to date had cost what it was estimated to cost in the plan. The third set of key 
variances is an EAC variance, that is, the difference between what it is now estimated 
will be expended in total to complete the entire task, including costs incurred to date, 
and the total estimated cost in the baseline plan. Each of these sets of variances is 
important for certain resources planning and control functions. 
Before discussing each of these types of variances, it might be well to first comment 
as to what should be considered a "significant" variance. There just isn't any simple 
definition or set of criteria which can be used to determine whether a given variance is 
significant. It is safe to say that a variance is significant if the amount is great 
enough to affect contract level planning. However, some variances are clearly significant 
which are not large dollar amounts, for example, when a critical resource is involved or a 
cost is first incurred in a subarea of work which was not in the baseline plan. Conse-
quently, it is usually not advisable to define a "significant variance" solely in terms of 
one quantified value such as dollar amount or number of manhours or even a combination of 
such an absolute value and a percentage, for example, a positive or negative variance of 
either $50,000 or 10 percent of the total budget for any subarea. It should be noted that 
significant variances can be favorable (positive) as well as unfavorable (negative). For 
example, poor initial planning with an unreasonably large amount of effort budgeted in the 
near term (called front-end loading) can produce "favorable" variances vlhich have no 
bearing on the true cost outlook. 
Budget Variances. - The "budget" variance is by far the simplest to obtain from the 
contractor and normally is the most easily understood of the three types of variances. If 
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the baseline plan is understood, the data used to determine the budget variance normally 
do not present major problems. A potential problem in time phasing of actual costs exists 
where significant subcontract or materials costs are involved. In such cases, the same 
criteria should apply for the incurrence of actual costs as in the development of the 
time-phased baseline plan. Guidelines for determining when various types of costs should 
be considered to have been incurred and reflected as actual accrued costs are contained in 
Section 301.4 of the Handbook. Budget variance data are useful in assessing whether the 
contractor has a viable near-term plan. These variances identify specific areas where 
resources are not being used according to the plan. This can be helpful in identifying or 
sizing current or potential schedule and/or resources problems. 
Performance Variances. - The Analyst must also keep informed as to any "significant" 
performance or EAC variances. The contractor's assessment must be understood, and a 
government position should be developed regarding each of these sets of variances. Proper 
assessment of performance variances requires considerable knowledge and skill. The 
Handbook contains some guidance on this subject in its coverage of the optional 533P 
report. However, additional guidelines are required for a contractor to implement a 
control system which will generate valid performance variances. Several major considera-
tions must be made if an earned value type of assessment is going to be used, including 
how values will be determined for ongoing efforts as well as the method of baseline 
maintenance (or revision), which has been discussed. If at all possible, the value of 
work performed should be determined by an objective criteria, for example, drawings com-
pleted or parts assembled. However, this is often not possible. As a general rule, NASAl 
LaRC contracts do not include a high percentage of repetitive work. To the contrary, they 
typically contain a high percentage of engineering design and analysis and experimental 
shop types of efforts which are only performed once and do not lend themselves to detailed 
advanced planning, much less the assignment of predetermined values for all required 
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subefforts. The traditional, production-oriented approach to performance evaluation 
(utilizing established standards for various tasks) is typically relevant to only a small 
percentage of the total effort. One approach for assigning values for subefforts which 
cannot be planned in detail at the outset of the effort involves the use of a "Performance 
Measurement" milestone schedule. Such a schedule contains the values to be assigned when 
the specified intermediate milestones within the subeffort are completed. This type of 
approach requires thorough coordination by the Analyst with the TRCO and subordinate 
technical leads, if applicable, in order to be successful. A popular method for assigning 
values for in-process work is often referred to as the "SO/50 rule." By this approach, as 
soon as effort commences on a work package (the lowest unit of work which has been 
assigned a budget for purposes of performance measurement), 50 percent of the total value 
is assumed to have been earned, and when the effort is concluded, the remaining 50 percent 
is considered earned. This method is simple to implement, and if the work packages are of 
short duration, the results are reasonably accurate. As a general rule, work packages 
being used for this purpose should rarely exceed two months. 
If the TRCO makes a decision to require a contractor to provide a performance (i.e., 
earned value type) assessment, it is highly recommended that an existing contractor system 
be used. If this approach is taken, it is imperative that the Analyst understand the 
contractor's system, including how the contractor will determine the dollar values to be 
credited for the work which has been accomplished and how the contractor will apply the 
derived experience factor to future work. (The latter subject will be discussed below.) 
The Analyst should keep in mind that performance variances are only meaningful to the 
extent that they can rightfully influence future management decisions. The relatively 
high costs attendant to developing and maintaining a comprehensive performance assessment 
system make it especially important to keep this principle in mind. 
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EAC Variances. - The performance variance is actually an element of the EAC variance. 
In one sense, the EAC variance is the sum of the performance variance, as defined above, 
and the difference between the estimated cost of the efforts not yet accomplished, as 
reflected in the reference plan, and the current estimated cost to accomplish these 
remaining tasks. The EAC variance is more commonly thought of as the difference between 
the current EAC (the sum of the cumulative accrued costs and the estimate to complete) and 
the contract value. Each concept has advantages and disadvantages. The latter concept is 
simpler, which is a plus in its favor. It is usually more congruou~ with the resources 
planning and control methods employed by contractors on R&D efforts. For this reason, its 
use by NASA provides a means for assessing EAC variances in a form which is usually more 
readily understood by contractor personnel than performance variance data. This is a 
distinct advantage; to the extent that key NASA and contract project personnel can talk 
the same language regarding variances. the decision-making process is enhanced with 
respect to resources considerations. 
ETC Variances. - The estimate to complete (ETC) can be derived in several ways. 
First, it can be projected on the basis of the efficiency rate to date. This is an 
extension of the earned value concept. For example, if the contractor expended $125K to 
accomplish work that was planned to cost $lOOK, his efficiency rate was 100/125 or 80%; if 
the work remaining to be performed was planned to cost $200, the ETC would be $250K 
(200K/.8). The simplicity of this approach is appealing. However, considerable caution 
should be taken with respect to its application since it is very likely not a valid 
indicator if the remaining work differs from the work performed to date or if major 
changes in methods and/or personnel have been recently effected. Its best usage is 
probably to identify what future costs are likely to be if the past repeats itself with 
further identification (and discussion) of cost impacts which might be experienced under 
different circumstances, for example, higher productivity due to change in machinery or 
design. 
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In recent years, the various DOD service components utilizing the Cost/Schedule 
Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC) have developed ways to overcome the disadvantages of a 
direct application of the performance or efficiency factor to future work. The principal 
method used has been to make an adjustment to the above factor for the purposes of esti-
mating the cost of the remaining effort. It should be noted that in certain cases a valid 
ETC can only be developed by a comprehensive bottoms-up review by the contractor personnel 
responsible for each remaining subeffort, with proper coordination with the NASA/LaRC TRCO 
and the members of his team. In some cases, it is appropriate to develop an ETC by more 
than one method, even if a bottoms-up ETC is developed. For example, if several hardware 
units have been completed, and several more are in various stages of completion, it might 
be possible to develop an ETC based on unit costs using existing data. Likewise, in some 
cases cost data for similar efforts on other contracts can be used. 
As a general rule, the ETC variance analyses become more important as the contractual 
effort progresses toward completion although it deserves attention throughout the project 
life. When the big unknowns in design are finally a thing of the past, and the remaining 
effort can be addressed and sized on a periodic basis without an inordinate amount of time 
by cognizant personnel, the reasons for the variances incurred to date (i.e., since the 
very beginning of the contract effort) usually are not directly relevant to the resources-
related issues/problems that NASA personnel are currently faced with. By way of contrast, 
during the early phases of a typical R&D effort, it is not cost/time effective for the 
NASA project team to make a monthly EAC assessment based on a comprehensive review of all 
of the remaining tasks. The improvement in the resultant EAC versus the last EAC which 
was developed from a bottoms-up review of each subarea of the effort would not normally 
justify the time which would have to be put into the update. The contractor would 
normally not change his internal plans or budgets on a monthly basis for the same reason. 
It should be noted that the instructions for completion of the NASA 533 reports often 
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require clarification in this regard. The 533M provides (optionally) for a contractor 
update of all of his forecasts, by time period, for all reporting categories (both sub-
divisions of work and elements of cost, including subcontracts) on a monthly basis. It is 
usually not cost/time effective for a contractor to do this every month in a controlled, 
consistent, traceable, well-documented manner. 
One approach to ETC reviews which warrants consideration (based on past successful 
applications) is for the TRCO and his team to comprehensively review all remaining efforts 
at several key points during a contract effort, for example, design reviews and start of 
manufacturing. The duration between such ETC reviews will vary considerably but will 
typically be three to nine months. During the interim period, the NASA team will review 
monthly, in detail, the contractor's near-term plans, as well as current status, problems, 
and so forth. In addition, as part of the monthly review, the team will also consider 
areas of cost concerns and possible cost offsets, including possible impact on future 
costs. This will be discussed in detail in a subsequent section. 
It is important that the contractor provide appropriate narrative comments regarding 
both performance and EAC variances. The Analyst should consolidate these inputs with any 
information he obtains from other sources, especially the comments of cognizant NASA 
personnel, in making his own assessment. 
Rate Variances. - In addition to the three types of variances discussed above, the 
Analyst should look at any other types of variances which might be useful for resources 
planning or control. As a general rule, both direct and indirect rate variances should be 
examined. Direct labor variances should be looked at in terms of rates and quantity 
(hours). These two components of the labor dollar variances can easily be identified by 
comparisons of actual data and projections with the corresponding rates and quantities in 
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the reference plan. Causes of any significant incurred or projected variances should be 
understood including recent or planned actions such as wage agreements. Changes in skill 
mix and the cost impact of the rephasing of efforts should also be addressed. 
Because of the relative size of indirect costs, typically more than 60 percent of 
total contract costs, an Analyst must also be on top of this element of cost. The bases 
for the indirect rates in the "actual" and planned costs reported by the contractor should 
be known as well as the reasonableness of these rates. The latter objective should be 
met, if possible, by working through the cognizant LaRC Contract Specialist (CS) in the 
Acquisition Division, normally LaRC's designated contact point with the Contract 
Administration Services Components, the Government offices which administer contractor 
indirect rates in regard to contracts with the Federal Government. However, if the CS 
does not provide the necessary information, the Analyst should make direct contact with 
the cognizant field office. On cost-reimburseable type efforts, contractors will some-
times use provisional, indirect rates which are really estimates in the preparation of 
their 533 reports. These rates are, of course, subject to adjustment when the final rate 
determination for a given year is completed. In some instances, the difference between 
these rates can represent a significant amount of dollars. The indirect rates used by 
contractors to estimate future costs can have an even greater effect on the EAC. 
Contractors will sometimes overstate indirect rates in "out years," that is, beyond the 
current year, because of basic conservatism in estimating their future business base. 
However, it is also possible for business conditions to change significantly, for example, 
when a major contract is cancelled or does not materialize as anticipated, which could 
result in higher actual rates than those used by the contractor for estimating his future 
costs. 
It should be noted that there are only a few exceptional cases where the indirect 
rates charged against NASA contracts should be different from the rates generally 
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applicable to Government contracts. If the Analyst feels that a preferential, that is, 
lower than standard, rate should apply, this should be pursued with the cognizant LaRC 
Contract Specialist. This should only be done if a very substantial dollar amount is 
involved since what ;s at issue is the allocation of costs among Government agencies and 
not the total costs charged to the Government. 
7.4 Schedule Impacts 
The Analyst should know of any actual or anticipated major schedule changes, 
especially schedule delays, as the time-phasing of cost incurrence can have a substantial 
effect on the total cost of a given effort. There are three potential factors to be 
considered: (1) general wage and price escalation, (2) nonproductive direct labor 
charges, and (3) the indirect rate time profile. Virtually all major costs on cost-type 
contracts are affected by general price escalation. On multimillion-dollar contracts, 
schedule delays often result in substantial additional costs due solely to such escala-
tion. For example, if efforts estimated to cost $lOM are accomplished an average of 6 
months later than planned and are impacted by an average escalation rate of 10 percent per 
year, cost growth of more than $500,000 will be experienced. It is important for the 
Analyst to have a general understanding of the schedule(s) on which the contractor's cost 
estimates are based. If the NASA project team's schedule assessment is different from the 
contractor's, this must also be considered by the Analyst. The second-mentioned schedule-
related factor, nonproductive direct labor charges, is often described as the taximeter 
effect, that is, when charges are being incurred irrespective of the amount of progress 
being made. This is generally due to the need for the contractor to maintain continuity 
in the staffing of an effort. Key project management personnel and personnel who possess 
critical skills or knowledge as a result of their previous participation in the effort 
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often must be retained on a full-time basis during a period in which they cannnot make a 
contribution commensurate with their abilities. The resultant cost variance appears as a 
negative performance variance since little is being accomplished for the amount of dollars 
expended. Lastly, it is important to know whether changes in the time of cost incurrence 
will result in signficantly different indirect costs due to the application of different 
rates. 
7.5 Management Reserve 
Management reserve is a subject which has in the past caused some misunderstandings 
and confusion on NASAjLaRC contracts. It is an important tool for project management, and 
should be understood by cognizant NASA personnel. For discussion purposes, let us use the 
definition of management reserve in DOD's Defense Acquisition Circular No. 76-17, dated 
September 1, 1978: "An amount of the overall contract budget withheld for management 
control purposes rather than for the accomplishment of a specific task or set of tasks .... 
(It) is an amount set aside as a part of the budget process, from within the negotiated 
(total) contract costs .... (It) need not be identified as a part of the contractor's pre-
negotiation program planning or the negotiation phases of system acquisition." DOD's 
CjSCSC permits the use of a management reserve provided that adequate identification and 
controls are maintained, and the DOD procedures for a pre-contract-award review of a 
prospective contractor's internal management system cover this subject. The NASA Handbook 
does not address management reserve; therefore, it is especially important that this 
subject be covered in supplemental instructions. 
If a contractor has an effective cost management system, he will normally establish a 
management reserve on a cost reimbursement R&D contract as well as procedures for the use 
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of this reserve. The information submitted by the contractor regarding the use of this 
reserve, in concert with information as to current cost concerns/cost offsets (discussed 
below), provides a great deal of quantified as well as narrative information relevant to 
the contractor's assessment of the financial health of the effort. 
7.6 Cost Control Techniques 
It is standard practice for the instructions accompanying a RFP pertaining to a major 
cost-type contractual effort to require a prospective contractor to submit information 
regarding his system(s) for controlling costs. One of the essential components of an 
effective system is a method of identifying, in a timely manner, potential cost problems 
or areas in which costs could possibly be reduced, and reviewing these items in a systematic 
manner that results in appropriate management decisions. In LaRC's project environment, 
this is generally referred to as a Cost Concern/Cost Offset (CC/CO) system or discipline. 
A CCjCO discipline should identify problem areas with significant potential, adverse 
impact on cost (cost concerns), or potential cost reduction items (cost offsets) in a 
timely manner so that management attention can be directed to these areas. At any point 
in time, it should be possible to determine a meaningful EAC based on (1) actual costs to 
date, (2) the reference plan recognized by NASA and contractor project management, and 
(3) an assessment of the current cost concerns and cost offsets. Such an assessment 
requires that each cost concern and cost offset be considered individually and pro forma 
judgment made as to whether the item is valid, that is, whether it will happen, and if so, 
the amount of increase or decrease in cost which will result. In some cases, this entails 
hypothetical decisions necessitating out-of-scope contract changes or "acceptance" of in-
scope growth which will result in an overrun condition. It must be recognized that this 
method of EAC determination is not, as a general rule, intended to produce a set of EAC 
numbers at each sublevel of the WBS. In some instances, this will be a natural fallout of 
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the above approach; for example, when all of the costs related to a specific CC or CO are 
within one subdivision of work and one element of costs. However, there will often be 
CC's and CO's which involve more than one subdivision of work or element of costs, for 
example, indirect rate variances or major technical problems during a systems level test 
which will necessitate hardware changes. It should'also be noted that both cost con-
cern{s) and cost offset{s) could apply to the same sUbdivision{s) of work. For a 
subdivision of work covering hardware fabrication, there could be a cost concern due to an 
-inordinately high rejection rate resulting from tooling problems and also a (potential) 
cost offset item based on a reduction in the number of units to be fabricated which could 
be made if a proposed change in the test plan was approved. If both of these items have 
significant resources implications, each should be identified, one as a cost concern and 
the other as a cost offset. 
A cost concern/cost offset discipline should have continuity on a month-to-month 
basis. There should be narrative comments by the contractor explaining what actions have 
been taken or are planned regarding the items in the previous month's report or any new 
items. In the latter case, there should also be narrative regarding causes of concerns or 
the rationale for any potential offsets. In either case, items should be quantified as to 
the'ir probable resources impact at the earliest possible point in time. 
The specific procedures and guidelines for a cost control system such as the cost 
concern/ cost offset should be tailored to meet the needs of a given project considering 
its management structure, roles and functions of various participating government agencies 
and contractors, amount of dollars involved, and schedule criticality of the effort. 
Appendix E, page 1, contains an example of a cost offset item. This is a copy of a 
specific cost offset from NASA/LaRC's Project Viking, except that actual names have been 
removed. The names of both the NASA and prime contractor responsible managers appeared on 
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the form, and the items were coordinated at that level prior to being entered into the 
CC/CO system. Note that this example reflects the recommendation of the cognizant 
NASA/LaRC manager to the NASA/LaRC Level 2 manager. This item would then be reviewed by 
the Project Change Control Board, if the proposed change met the criteria for its review. 
It should also be noted that this example involves potential cost savings in two different 
Level 3 subdivisions of work. Appendix E, page 2, contains the form used to document a 
specific cost concern on Project Viking, including the actions taken to resolve the 
problem. The results of the disposition of both cost offsets and cost concerns were 
reflected in a record of management reserve status, which was reviewed frequently by both 
the contractor and NASA Project Managers. 
7.7 Trend Analyses 
The Analyst should identify any significant trends in a contractor's 533 reports. 
This requires the collection and arrangement of appropriate data over a period of time. 
Graphical displays of such data are often more effective than tabular presentations. The 
data most often used for trend analysis are: (1) actual versus planned cumulative costs, 
(2) cost variance, by period, in dollars and/or percent, (3) application of management 
reserve dollars over time, (4) performance indices by period, and (5) direct and indirect 
rates over time. If the contractor makes use of trend data as a part of his regular 
management control/review process, these data should be given special attention by the 
Analyst. Examination of trends in such data can make it much easier to assess the cost 
outlook of an effort. It can also provide an easily understandable reference for 
important discussions among NASA and contractor personnel on cost-related subjects. 
Appendix F contains three samples of charts reflecting cost performance over a period 
of time which have proved very effective for discerning trends. The sample chart on 
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page 1, entitled "Variances," is the standard chart for reflecting the cost and schedule 
variances determined by use of an earned value type assessment. It should be noted that 
the cost variance is limited to the difference between actual costs to date and the amount 
of value which has been credited for what has been accomplished. Any "cost variances" 
which are projected for the remaining work are reflected in the ETC and, of course, the 
EAC. It should also be noted that this sample contains a schedule variance expressed in 
terms of the dollar value assigned to the work packages making up the total contractual 
effort. A word of caution is in order regarding the use of this variance. It does have 
meaning for the sake of understanding the reason(s) (other than cost performance) why 
actual costs are different from planned costs. However, the schedule variance should not 
be translated into an "equivalent" period of time, for example, three months, and then 
cited as a valid measurement of schedule status. 
Page 2 of Appendix F contains a sample chart entitled "Cumulative and. Monthly CPl." 
The data shown are derived from the basic cost data contained in the standard earned value 
chart. The cost performance index (CPI) equals BCWP/ACWP, that is, the budgeted cost of 
the work performed (accomplished) divided by the actual cost. Assuming that the budget 
plan was established in a consistent manner, the CPI over a period of time is a valid 
trend indicator of cost performance vis-a-vis the baseline (budget) plan. An alternative 
method is sometimes used to show the relationship between actual cost and BCWP, namely, 
the reciprocal of CPI, which is equal to ACWP divided by BCWP. This is sometimes identi-
fied as CPI (P), and the former "efficiency" index is sometimes identified as CPI (E). 
The reader is cautioned that there is not a universally-adopted term(s) for this index(es). 
Both indexes are meaningful if based on valid data. I recommend that the one which is 
most easily understood by the users be used. 
The sample chart on page 3 of Appendix F entitled "Management Reserve and Cost 
Variance," is a simple format for showing two key cost parameters which are generally 
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interrelated. The initial amount of management reserve is the difference between the 
contract value and the baseline budget plan. Therefore, the changes in the cost variance 
vis-a-vis changes in the management reserve indicate the amount and rate of change from 
the baseline plan. It should be noted that there is not a constant relationship between 
these parameters. Although management reserve tends to decrease over time, there can be 
increases, for example, when a major test or hardware unit is eliminated from the plan 
without any decrease in the contract value. Likewise, although the cumulative cost 
variance tends to increase over time, it can decrease based on favorable cost performance 
for a given period. 
8.0 ANALYST'S REPORT 
If data have been received from the contractor consistent with what has previously 
been discussed, and the Analyst has maintained an effective working relationship with the 
TRCO, other cognizant NASA personnel, and key contractor personnel, the Analyst should be 
able to prepare independently (or as an active participant in a joint effort) a meaningful 
report identifying the resources status and outlook on a contract effort and make appro-
priate recommendations to the TRCO and/or project management. It is beneficial for the 
Analyst to work out a mode of operation with the appropriate personnel to ensure proper 
coordination prior to the preparation of his report. It is not a good idea to specify a 
particular format for such a report since so many different situations are encountered; 
however, it is advisable to prepare reports on a given contract in a consistent manner, 
using the same basic format for each report. As a general rule, the report should, as 
briefly as possible, indicate the current "health" of the effort from a resources stand-
point with reference to the currently recognized baseline plan which should be identified. 
Variances encountered to date or anticipated in the future should be discussed. Major 
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changes since the last report, significant plans in the near future (e.g., a comprehensive 
ETC review), and major cost concerns and/or potential offsets should also be discussed. 
It is difficult to generalize as to how the report should address any possible 
changes in contract value due to change proposals currently in process. In many cases, 
the discussion of current cost concerns and potential cost offsets will have covered these 
items. If it is possible for the Analyst to clearly identify the anticipated cost impact 
of contract changes under consideration, this should be done. However, because of the 
complexity and sensitivity of some change proposals, this is often not possible. Accor-
dingly, in many instances, it is preferable for the Analyst or another specialist to 
address the subject of contract changes in a separate report. 
The Analyst's Report is enhanced by the use of a standardized summary page of key 
data such as the sample format shown in Appendix G and the use of such a summary is highly 
recommended. It should be noted that this format includes data based on assessment(s) by 
both NASA personnel and the contractor; any differences should be discussed in the body of 
the report. All of the data contained in this format have been discussed above. 
The regular usage of a standard format such as this one makes communications among 
cognizant NASA personnel much easier, especially for the purposes of keeping higher 
management informed as to the overall status of the effort. It also facilitates communica-
tions between NASA and contractor personnel. In the case of cost concerns and cost offsets, 
this is especially important since decisions regarding these items often involve NASA as 
well as contractor personnel. This type of standardized summary also serves the purpose 
of documenting the current NASA cost analysis at the contract level which can be the 
backup data for management reports and LaRC-NASA Headquarters' resources control documents, 
including POP's and RTOP's. 
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Contract cost analysis is often the most important aspect of the resources planning 
and control function on major NASA/LaRC R&D projects. Timely, clearly written reports 
containing valid data, assessments, and appropriate recommendations are a requisite for 
the effective performance of this important activity. 
It should be noted that within the LaRC Projects Directorate, it is a standard 
practice for a joint (technical, schedule, and cost) assessment to be made monthly on each 
major R&D effort. Typically, this assessment involves the TRCO and the Analyst(s) providing 
cost and schedule control support. When this procedure is employed, the Analyst does not 
prepare a separate report but rather ensures that the above described material is included 
in the Joint Assessment Report. 
9.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It should be recognized that the NASA system for contractor financial management 
reporting, which utilizes the Form 533 series of reports, is extremely flexible and 
requires a number of decisions to be made by the NASA TRCO in order for it to be used 
effectively. 
The amount and type of cost information required to be submitted by a contractor 
should be a direct function of the needs of the NASA TRCO and his management. 
The amount and type of information required to be submitted by a contractor should 
take into consideration the contractor's internal management systems. Strong considera-
tion should be given to the use of existing contractor reports to satisfy the NASA 
reporting requirements. 
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Contractor resources (cost and manpower) reports should be structured in the same way 
as technical progress and schedule reports, and should follow the contract WBS. 
As a general rule, contractor cost reporting (533 or equivalent) should be mission-
or end-item-oriented, and should be compatible with the Statement of Work in the contract. 
If the contractor's management approach makes reporting in this way less desirable for 
NASA, then an alternate form, for example, one which reflects the contractor's project 
management approach, should be adopted, assuming that the resultant reporting is adequate 
for NASA's purposes. However, in all such cases, the contractor must be able to provide 
NASA, in a timely manner upon request, cost data which are mission- or end-item-oriented. 
This is imperative for the purposes of negotiating contract changes, and at times is 
valuable for the purpose of estimating costs for similar efforts, for example, a follow-on 
mission. 
It is essential that appropriate narrative comments, signed off by the contractor's 
Project Manager, accompany each cost report (533 or equivalent) submitted in response to 
NASA's reporting requirements. 
The proper design of contractor cost reporting requirements is essential for effective 
cost control. However, it should be recognized that certain modes of communication, in 
addition to 533 (or equivalent) reporting, are essential for effective cost management of 
a cost-type contractual effort. This includes frequent discussions between the NASA TRCO 
and contractor Project Managers, and timely discussions on an as-needed basis between the 
NASA and contractor personnel with functional responsibility for cost management. 
It is imperative that a contractor have a viable, time-phased cost plan at all times. 
This plan must be understood by cognizant NASA personnel. Changes to a contractor's cost 
plan should be held to a minimum, and in all cases should be coordinated with the NASA 
TRCO. 
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A contractor's reports should contain narrative comments regarding any significant 
variances to his cost plan, including causes, actions taken or planned, and anticipated 
impact. 
The NASA Analyst should ensure that the contractor's report is understandable, 
timely, and valid. The Analyst should consider not just the information submitted by the 
contractor, but also information from the NASA TRCO and other cognizant NASA personnel, 
cognizant contractor personnel, and other sources when applicable. 
The NASA Analyst should prepare monthly a briefly written report containing the 
results of his or her analysis. The same basic format should be used each month. The 
current EAC as well as major cost variances, both existing and projected for the remaining 
efforts, should be identified and discussed. Appropriate use should be made of graphic 
presentations to illustrate cost status and possible trends. It should be written for 
prime use by the NASA TRCO, but should be written in a manner which considers possible use 
by other cognizant personnel, for example, the NASA Project Manager. 
It is essential that 533 reports not be thought of as merely a way of tracking a 
contractor's costs, but rather as a source of data which can, with proper analysis, 
provide insights of value to the NASA TRCO, and, as appropriate, other NASA management 
personnel. 
Lastly, anyone involved in the difficult task of controlling costs on cost-type 
contracts or interested in understanding this subject must never lose sight of the fact 
that systems do not control costs. It is imperative that the NASA TRCO and his team have 
appropriate cost information in a timely manner. However, in the final analysis, it is 
clear that only people control costs--people who are motivated to do so, and who have 
adequate competence, time and management support. 
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NMI 9501.lB 
March 25, 1974 
EReeli .. rlat. 
Management Instruction 
SUBJECT: CONTRACTOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORTING SYSTEM 
1. PURPOSE 
This Instruction restates NASA policy, responsibility and procedures 
governing NASA Contractor Financial Management Reporting System. 
2. APPLICABILITY 
This Instruction is applicable to NASA Headquarters and field installa-
tions. For the purposes of this Instruction, "field installations" 
shall be construed to include NASA Pasadena Office. 
3. POLICY 
a. The NASA Form 533 series of Contractor Financial Management Reports 
(see *"Procedures for Contractor Reporting of Correlated Cost and 
Performance Data," NHB 9501. 2A)* shall be the basic financial 
management medium for: 
(1) Reporting correlated information needed by NASA project 
management for the evaluation of contractor cost as it 
relates to schedule and technical performance; 
(2) Reporting actual and projected data necessary for assuring 
that contractor performance is realistically planned and 
supported by dollar and labor resources; and 
(3) *Inputting contractor cost information into the NASA cost 
accounting system as set forth in the Financial Management 
Manual 9240.* 
b. Necessary reporting requirements for the management of a project 
and for related contracts shall be determined as early as possible 
in the project planning stage. The requirements, which may vary. 
among projects and contracts, shall be limited to the minimum 
data necessary for effective management. Firm reporting require-
ments shall be established by agreement prior to contract award 
*Changed by this revision 
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and shall be included in the contract. These requirements shall 
be held as firm as possi.ble throughout. the ensuing life of the 
contract in order to insure contiauit.y and consistency of infor-
ma tion. Ho"lever, any required changeS i,1 reporti.ng requ.irements 
yi1l be accomplished by appropriately negotiated contractual 
lllodifications. 
c. Generally, the contractors' incernal financial management infor-
mation repurting system will be capable of supplying the detailed 
and summarized data for the NASA financial management reports. 
It is recognized, ho.lever, that there may be instances when the 
contractor will abstract selected data from his financial manage-
ment infon~ation system to prepare the NASA reports in a consis-
tent mann<!r. The data reported will be the basis of NASA/con-
tractor communication on financi.11 planning and c.ontrols. 
d. The instructi.ons for reporting are covered in NHB 9501.2A and on 
the reverse side of the forms and are normally the maximt:m 
requirements for this information. NASA requirements shall be 
delineated in the contract afte.!:" being specified by the respon-
sible Headquarters and/or field installation officials through 
the contracting officer, either in the RFP or prior to comple-
tion of negotiatiuns with the contractor. 
e. The NASA Procurement Regulation sets forth tha standard contract 
clauses for NASA contractor financ.ial mana.gement reporting. 
Requests for deviations from the financial managenent reporting 
provisions of the ~ASA Procurement Regulation 'Yi1l be submitted 
to the *Assistant Administrator for Frocurement* for approv&l in 
accordance with NASA Procurement Regulation 1.109. The *Assistant 
Administrator for Procur~ent* will obtain the concurrences of 
the Director of Financial Management and the Official in Charge 
of the cognizant Headquarters program office. 
4. RESPONSIBILITY 
a. The Director of Financial Management, NASA Headquarters, is 
responsible for the development, implementation, and maintenance 
of the Contractor Financi.al Management Reporting System. 
b. Officials in Charge of Headquarters progr3L1 and staff offices are 
responsible for Illonitoring the utilization and results obtained 
from the reporting system and recommending meal'lurcs for its 
improvement to the Director of Financial Hanagclilent, NASA Headquarters. 
5. CONTRACTOR REPORTING PROCEDUKES 
Contractor financial reporting procedures are set forth in NHB 9501. 2A. 
IDfB 9501.2A is not to be rewritten or issued in any other form. It is 
*Changed by this revision 
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available to non-NASA personnel from the NASA installation contracting 
officer or the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington, DC 20402. 
6. INTERNAL NASA OPERATING PROCEDURES 
a. The Director of Headquarters Administration Office, NASA Headquarters, 
and Directors of field installations will issue internal implementa-
tion procedures covering: 
(1) The analysis and evaluation of the reports content; 
(2) The completeness, timeliness, and the adequacy of the reports; 
(3) The identification of responsibility for an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of the contractors' financial management per-
formance; and 
(4) The provisions for the necessary actions required to resolve 
with a contractor any deficiencies noted in the evaluations 
and analyses. 
b. Audit efforts will normally be directed towards establishing the 
adequacy and reliability of the data generated by the contractors'· 
system. 
c. Directors of field installations will forward two informational 
copies of internal implementing instructions to the Director of 
Financial Management, NASA Headquarters. 
7. CANCELLATION 
NMI 950l.1A, dated May 1, 1967. 
~ -?vf.~ 
NASA Comptroller ~ 
DISTRIBUTION: 
SDL 1 
NASA·HQ 
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NASA PROCUREMENT REGULATION 
CONTRACT CLAUSES 
7. 104-53 NASA Financial Management Reporting. When financial 
management reporting on NASA Form 533 series of reports is required 
(see NASA Management Instruction 950l.1B. "Contractor Financial 
Management Reporting System" and NASA Handbook 950l.2B "Procedures 
for Contractor Reporting of Correlated Cost and Performance Data") 
such requirement will be set forth ~n the Procurement Request, and 
the appropriate clauses set forth in (a) and (b) below shall be set 
forth in the contract. 
(a) The clause set forth below shall be used when the NASA 
Form 533 series of reports, excluding the optional Monthly Contractor 
Financial Management Performance Analysis Report (NASA Form 533P), is 
required from the contractor: 
NASA FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORTING 
(OCTOBER 1974) 
(a) Financial Management Reports shall be submitted by the 
Contractor on NASA Form 533 series of reports in accordance with 
the instructions set forth in NASA Handbook "Procedures for Contractor 
Reporting of Correlated Cost and Performance Data" (NHB 9S0l.2B) and 
on the reverse side of the form, as supplemented in the Schedule of 
this contract. The detailed reporting categories to be used, which 
shall be correlated with the technical/schedule reporting, will be 
set forth in the Schedule of this contract. Implementation by the 
Contractor of reporting requirements under this clause shall include 
NASA approval of the definitions of the content of each reporting 
category, and will give due regard to the Contractor's established 
financial management information system. 
(b) Lower level detail, which the Contractor utilizes for its 
own management purposes to validate information reported to NASA, 
shall be compatible with NASA requirements. 
Cc) Reports shall be submitted in the number of copies, at the 
time, and in the manner set forth in the Schedule of this contract or 
as designated administratively in writing by the Contractor Officer. 
Upon completion, and acceptance by NASA, of all contract schedule line 
items, the contractor, unless otherwise directed in writing by NASA, 
shall discontinue submitting the detailed NASA Form 533 report and 
shall limit subsequent reporting to specific line items reflecting cost 
increases or decreases on a quarterly basis. 
Cd) The Contractor agrees to insert the substance of this clause 
in all first tier cost type subcontracts specifically identified in 
writing by the Contracting Officer and shall include the cost of such 
subcontracts in his cost reports. 
(e) During the performance of this contract, if NASA requires 
a change, either an increase or decrease in the information or reporting 
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requirements specified in the Schedule, or as provided for in (a) 
or (c) above, such change shall be effected by the Contracting 
Officer in accordance with the procedures of the "Changes" clause 
of this contract. 
(b) The clause set forth below shall be used in conjunction 
with the clause in subparagraph (a) above when the optional Monthly 
Performance Analysis Report is also required from the contractor. 
NASA FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REPORTING (PERFORMANCE 
ANALYSIS REPORT) (NOVEMBER 1971) 
Monthly reporting of contract performance shall be accomplished 
on the NASA Monthly Contractor Performance Analysis Report (NASA 
Form 533P) in accordance with the instructions set forth in NASA 
Handbook "Procedures for Contractor Reporting of Correlated Cost 
and Performance Data" (NHB 950l.2A) and on the reverse side on the 
form, as supplemented in the Schedule of this contract. 
<.n 
..... 
OIECKLIST FOR TfIE NASA USER OF THE NASA FORH 533 SERIES OF REPORTS 
SUBJECTS TO BE CONSIDERED 
Items 1-6 apply regardless of the type(s) 
of report(s) required. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Type(s) of 533 report(s) required. 
Reporting categories for the required 
report(s). 
Submission dates for the required 
report(s). 
4. Addressees and number of copies 
of the required report(s) to be 
submitted. 
COMMENTS 
,NHB 9501.2A (Chapter 13) stipulates which reporting 
format(s) is required. Those not required can be 
thought of as being optional; therefore, a decision(s) 
must be made re these. 
As stated in the Handbook: "Specific cost and 
manpower reporting requirements, including the level 
of detail, shall be delineated in the Contract 
Schedule or its equiva1en"~." This task should be 
coordinated with the members of the Project Team 
involved in resources planning, analysis, and control. 
The instructions on the 533 forms specify dates by \vhich 
reports must be submitted, and the Handbook reads: 
"The due dates set forth (herein) and on the Reporting 
Formats are intended to specify NASA's needs." 
However, the Handbook continues: "If the contractor's 
internal management system precludes submittal within 
the specified submittal date, such submittal date will 
be negotiated" (Ref., Section 104). Thus, the governing 
rule is one of reason, namely, the earliest date that the 
contractor can submit the required report(s) without 
incurring inordinate costs. This determination \vi11 
often necessitate discussions with contractor personnel. 
Instructions on the Reporting Forms (533 Forms) specify 
these Jvi11 be specified by the contractor or by an 
administrative instruction. To avoid delays, it is 
advisable to include these in the contract.* 
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5. Mode of transmitting required data. 
6. Unfilled Orders Outstanding 
a. Definition 
b. Time-Phased Data 
7. If 533M reports are required, the 
following items may apply in addition 
to items 1-6: 
a. Use of Columns 7b & 7d 
b. Use of Columns 8a & 8b 
c. Data in Column 8c 
lVhen directed or approved by the Contracting Officer, 
other means than NASA 533 format may be used for 
transmitting the required data. lVhen appropriate, 
optional modes should be selected. It is advisable to 
include instructions regarding the alternate mode in 
the contract.* 
As discussed in the Handbook (Section 301.6), there is 
no one definition of this term applicable to all 
contractors. A mutually acceptable definition should 
be agreed upon prior to contract award. 
The 533M and 533Q formats require the amount as 
report date in columns 10 and 11, respectively. 
receipt of time-phased data is often essential, 
case this should be specified in the contract. 
of the 
However, 
in which 
Since the instructions indicate use of these columns is 
optional, if NASA cognizant personnel want "planned" 
resources data in this (monthly) report, this should be 
specified in the contract.* 
The format allows flexibility in determining the type 
(time periods) of cost projections to be reported (Ref., 
Handbook, Section 301.5). The appropriate time periods 
should be specified in the contract.* 
The instructions read: "where amounts reported in this 
column exceed one fiscal year, a breakout by fiscal 
year may be required." If this breakout is needed, 
thi~ should be specified in the contract.* Normally, 
this breakout is not necessary if 533Q reports are 
required and properly prepared as this breakout would 
appear there. 
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7. (Continued) 
d. Contractor's Remarks 
e. Contract Reconciliation 
8. If 533Q reports are required, the 
following item applies in addition 
to items 1- 6: 
a. Months of Submittal 
9. If 533P reports are required, the 
following items apply in addition 
to items 1-6: 
a. Planned Value of Work 
Accomplished (PVWA) 
b. Schedular Data 
The instructions state that t,·JO of the conditions which 
necessitate narrative commentary are: 
(1) "Significant differences" between the amounts in 
Colunms 9a and 9b, and 
(2) "Significant items materially affecting historical 
or projected cost or performance." Appropriate 
guidelines or criteria should be specified in the 
contract. * 
The instructions (Ref., 11.C) identify an optional 
breakout of "changes authorized but not finalized." 
If this breakout is to be a requirement, this should 
be specified in the contract.* 
The instructions state that the 533Q report is to be 
submitted on a quarterly frequency, that is, calendar 
quarter or other designated 3-month interval. If 
special (non-calendar quarter) dates are required, 
this should be included in the contract. * 
As stated in the Handbook: "The method of determining 
~vAfor effort in process shall be defined in the 
contract."* 
The format and instructions address a "NASA approved 
schedule." A standard procedure should be established 
for such schedule approval, including revisions to the 
original approved schedule. A standard procedure for 
notifying the contractor as to such approvals should also 
be established. 
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9. (Continued) 
c. Narrative Content Regarding 
Variances 
d. Technical Percent Completed 
The Handbook states that "Field installations will 
specify in the contract the criteria for determining 
when variations will require explanations by the 
contractor," and provides examples of types of 
variances which might be required (Ref., Section 304.2). 
The instructions provide considerable flexibility as to 
the criteria for determining this percentage. The 
contractor should be required to identify the criteria 
used. Otherwise, the data submitted are subject to 
misinterpretation. 
*NOTE: The expression "in the contract" is not limited to the Contract Schedule or the body of the Statement 
of Work. The types of requirements cited above are often covered in an attachment to the Statement of 
Work. 
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The Contractor's financial management reporting shall be in accordance with 
HNB 9501.2A and the paragraphs herein. 
1. The Contractor shall establish and maintain a time-phased baseline budget for 
each reporting level WBS subdivision of work. These WBS subdivisions of work must 
be consistent with those established for the schedule control and analysis system 
The sum of these baseline budgets and the Contractor's management reserve shall 
equal the negotiated contract value. Changes to baseline budgets and management 
reserve shall be fully explained in the Contractor Narrative Remarks accompanying 
the first report depicting the changes. Changes to baseline budgets should be 
held to a minimum and should not be made more frequently than twice during any 
twelve-month period unless extraordinary conditions necessitate such action. The 
Contractor shall coordinate his plans regarding revisions to his baseline budget 
with the NASA TRCO prior to effecting such revisions. 
In addition, the Contractor shall report monthly actual expenditures against 
budget for each WBS subdivision of work. These data, generated under the Con-
tractor's internal management and control system, shall form the basis for the 
Contractor Narrative Remarks. This narrative shall address monthly and cumula-
tive variances from the budget plan by WBS subdivision of work. Incurred or 
potential cost variances shall be explained in terms of the elements of cost 
contributing to the variances, for example, labor hours, materials, or overhead. 
This report shall include the status of the cost concern, cost offset, and 
management reserve disciplines outlined in paragraph 2 below, including the out-
look for resolution of the cost concern or cost offset. Contractor Narrative 
Remarks will include the pricing bases for direct and indirect costs in the first 
report submitted and any changes thereto in the first report reflecting the change, 
as well as the impact of such change. 
2. In accordance with standard, good cost management techniques, it is assumed 
that the Contractor will establish a management reserve within the negotiated 
contract value as operating budgets are agreed to among his performing organiza-
tions/WBS managers. 
HASA FORM 9 NASA Langley Overprint (June 1979) 
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A cost control discipline shall be established. The cost control processes and 
terms applied should be those normally applied by the Contractor in his manage-
ment of projects provided they embody actions equivalent to the following example: 
"As problems with potential impact on cost surface, they shall be 
quantified, assigned a 'cost concern' control number, and carried 
as liens against management reserve until resolution is reached and 
the concerns are: (a) solved without cost impact, (b) funded from 
reserve and incorporated into the baseline budget, or (c) funded by 
an increase in the contract value as a result of an applicable con-
tract modification and incorporated into the baseline budget. In 
addition, potential reductions in cost (within or out of contractual 
scope), when identified, shall be quantified, assigned a 'cost offset' 
control number, and carried as potential additions to management 
reserve until resolution is reached and the offsets are: (a) dropped 
as infeasible, or (b) incorporated into the baseline budget and added 
to reserve." 
Any increase or decrease to the baseline budget of a WBS subdivision of work, or 
transfer of funds between subdivisions of work, except those resulting from contract 
modifications, shall be processed in accordnace with the cost control discipline 
required above. Budget respreads, including those incorporating changes to 
management reserve, shall be reported to NASA and shall be accompanied by narrative 
remarks pertaining to any significant changes in the baseline plan including the 
estimated resources by subdivisions of work/elements of cost, the phasing of these 
estimated resources, and the direct/indirect rates reflected in the plan. 
3. The Contractor shall submit the following reports, in accordance with the 
NASA NHB 9501.2A (Chapter 3) and paragraphs 1 and 2 herein, using the elements 
of cost listed in paragraph 4 herein for all levels 1, 2, and 3 WBS subdivisions 
of work and those level 4 WBS subdivisions of work selected by NASA (Ref., Exhibit 12). 
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(a) Initial Report (per paragraph 300 of NHB 9501.2A, reflecting the 
Contractor's baseline budget time-phased by accounting month). 
(b) Monthly Report (NASA Form 533M per paragraph 300 and 301 of NHB 9501.2A 
and paragraph 5 herei n) (12 per year). 
(c) Quarterly Report (NASA Form 533Q per paragraphs 300 and 302 of NHB 9501.2A 
and paragraph 6 herein) (4 per year). 
(d) Baseline Budget Revisions (reflecting Contractor's revised budget, 
time-phased by accounting month). 
(e) Monthly Performance Report (NASA Form 533P per paragraphs 300, 303, and 
304 of NHB 9501.2A or Contractor report which is an equivalent of NASA 
533P) • 
(f) Contractor Narrative Remarks (per paragraph 304 of NHB 9501.2A and 
paragraphs 1 and 2 herein) submitted with Forms 533M, 533Q, 533P, and 
Contractor baseline budget revisions. 
t1F-015 
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4. Elements of Cost 
(a) Direct Labor Hours (by discipline/function, e.g.: engineering, 
manufacturing, etc.) 
(b)· Direct Labor Dollars (by discipline/function, e.g.: engineering, 
manufacturing, etc.) 
(c) Overhead or Burden (by discipline/function, e.g.: engineering, 
manufacturing, etc.) 
(d) Material 
(e) Subcontracts (over $100K; list each separately) 
(f) Scientific Computer 
(g) Other Direct Costs 
(h) Subtotal 
(i) General and Administrative (G&A) 
(j) Subtotal (Total Cost Excluding Reserve) 
(k) Management Reserve* 
(1) Cost of Facilities Capital* 
(m) Total Contract Cost* 
* To be reported at WBS level 1 only. 
5. For the submittal of the monthly report specified in paragraph 3(b) herein, 
the Contractor shall include the following in the preparation of Form 533M: 
(a) Columns 7b. and 7d. should present the planned (budgeted) cost 
for the month being reported and cumulative to date, respectively, 
consistent with the baseline budget as defined in paragraph 1. 
(b) Unfilled Orders Outstanding should be shown at level 1 as a 
separate reporting category, that is, line item, in addition 
to column 10. 
6. For the submittal of the quarterly report specified in paragraph 3(c) herein, 
the Contractor shall include the following in the preparation of Form 533Q: 
(a) Unfilled Orders Outstanding should be shown at level 1 as a 
separate reporting category, that is, line item, in addition to 
column 11. 
7. The Contractor shall submit a HBS dictionary for NASA approval with Initial 
Report (paragraph 3.(a) above) and shall submit all recommended revisions to 
the dictionary for NASA approval. The \~BS dictionary shall describe each WBS 
subdivision of work in terms of: 
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(a) Hork to be performed 
(b) Quantity of hardware to be developed and delivered 
(c) Software or services to be furnished 
Appendix 0 
4 of 4 
(d) Other significant data which describe the nonrecurring "end products" 
of each WBS element. 
In cases where there exists a one-to-one correlation between WBS subdivision of 
work and individual paragraphs of the Statement of Hork, and the Statement of !~ork 
paragraph is sufficiently explicit, the dictionary need only reference the Statement 
of Hork paragraph. 
8. For subcontracts (or interdivisional transfers) over $500K, the Contractor shall 
submit the same reports listed in paragraph 3 utilizing the elements of cost listed 
in paragraph 4. 
9. Generally, the reports specified in paragraph 1 and 3 will be the maximum 
required; however, supplementary information shall be provided on an exception basis. 
For example, for reporting level HBS subdivisions of work determined by NASA to be 
critical from the standpoint of schedule or level of effort, the Contractor may be 
required to provide weekly quick-look status reports showing actual manhours versus 
budget and the status of major/critical material procurements. These quick-look 
reports need not agree precisely with the formal monthly financial reports. Likewise, 
under certain conditions the Contractor may be required to provide cost and manpower 
data for HBS subdivisions of work which are not normally reported on. 
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79M V'75 PROPOSED OFFSET MMC Level 3 Manager 
#l92M 
~IMA 
ITEM TITLE: W.B.S. 7.6 ELIMINATE LDTM/ODTM STACKED TEST 
a CONCISE DESCRIPTION OF OFFSET CONSIDERED: 
ELHlINATE TESTS OF THE COUPLED LDTM/ODTM 
a ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF OFFSET: 
ADVANTAGE - DOLLAR SAVING AND ALLOW USE OF LDTM FOR OTHER PURPOSES TO ELHIINATE 
HARDWARE BUILD. 
DISADVANTAGE - SLIGHT DECREASE IN CONSERVATISM OF TEST 
a RECOMMENDATION: 
STUDY AND REPORT ON 12/18/72, INCLUDING JPL COST SAVING ESTIMATE. 
a COST IMPACT BY FISCAL YEAR (including implementation costs, if anY)1 
WBS NO. AND TITLE 
7.6 STRUCTURAL TEST 
7.7 STRESS AND DYN 
TOTAL 
FY-73 
$50K 
ZMM 
$561( 
FY-74 
$50K 
2MM 
~ 
FY-75 FY-76 FY-77 
NOT STATED HERE ARE JPL COSTS AND COST SAVED BY FURTHER REDUCTIONS IN HDWR. 
a OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF MISSION IMPACT: 
ACCEPTABLE 
Responsl1l1eManager 
Responsible "Level 2" Manager 
Total 
$1l2K 
Date 
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NAS1-XXXXX EAC SUMMARY 
PERIOD ENDING (END OF CONTRACTOR'S ACCOUNTING MONTH) 
(ALL $ AMOUNTS ARE EXPRESSED IN ODD'S AND REFLECT TOTAL COST) 
Contractor 533 Report 
Contract Value $XXXX 
Current contractor plan, without use of $XXXX 
current management reserve 
Current Cost Concerns/Offsets 2 
Cost Concerns 
Identifying No. and/or Descrip. $XX 
Identifying No. and/or Descrip. XX 
Identifying No. and/or Descrip. 
Total Cost Concerns $XXX 
Cost Offsets 
Identifying No. and/or Descrip. $XX 
Total Cost Offsets XX 
Net Amount $XX 
Estimate at Completion $XXXX 
Unencumbered management reserve or 
(potential contract overrun) $XX 
NOTES: 
1. Same ambunt as reported by contractor. 
2. Generally limited to items ~ $50K. 
NASA Assessment 
$XXXX 
$XXXX l 
$XX 
XX 
XX 
$XXX 
$XX 
XX 
$XX 
$XXXX 
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11.0 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
ACCRUED COST - The cost recognized for material used or provided or a 
service rendered at the time of application, regardless of whether payment is 
made before the event, concurrently with the event, or will be made at a later 
time. 
ACTUAL COST OF WORK PERFORMED (ACWP). The costs actually incurred and 
recorded in accomplishing the work performed within a given time period. 
ACTUAL DIRECT COSTS. Those costs identified specifically with a contract, 
based upon the contractor's cost identification and accumulation system as 
accepted by the cognizant DCAA representatives. (See Direct Costs.) 
ALLOCATED BUDGET. (See Total Allocated Budget.) 
APPLIED DIRECT COSTS. The amounts recognized in the time period associated 
with the consumption of labor, material, and other direct resources, without re-
gard to the date of commitment or the date of payment. These amounts are to be 
charged to work-in-process in the time period that anyone of the following takes 
place: 
(1) When labor, material, and other direct resources are actually consumed, 
or 
(2) When material resources are withdrawn from inventory for use, or 
(3) When material resources are received that are uniquely identified 
to the contract and scheduled for use within 60 days, or 
(4) When major components or assemblies are received on a line-flow 
basis that are specifically and uniquely identified to a single 
serially numbered end item. 
APPORTIONED EFFORT. Effort that by itself is not readily divisible into 
short-span work packages but which is related in direct proportion to measured 
effort. 
AUTHORIZED WORK. That effort which has been definitized and is on contract, 
plus that for which definitized contract costs have not been agreed to but for 
which written authorization has been received. 
BASELINE. (See Performance Measurement Baseline.) 
BUDGET. A dollar translation of the resources required during stated periods 
of time for the accomplishment of a work plan or plans intended to achieve one 
or more goals. 
BUDGETED COST FOR WORK PERFORr~ED (BCWP). The sum of the budgets for completed 
work packages and completed portions of open work packages, plus the appropriate 
portion of the budgets for level of effort and apportioned effort. 
BUDGETED COST FOR WORK SCHEDULED (BCWS). The sum of budgets for all work 
packages, planning packages, and so forth, scheduled to be accomplsihed (includinq in-
process work packages), plus the amount of level of effort and apportioned 
effort scheduled to be accomplished within a given time period. 
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BUDGETS FOR WORK PACKAGES. (See Work Package Budgets.) 
CONTRACT BUDGET BASE. The negotiated contract cost plus the estimated 
cost of authorized unpriced work. 
CONTRACTOR. An entity in private industry which enters into contracts 
with the Government. In sone situatioos, the word may also apply to Government-
owned, Government-operated activities which perform work on major defense programs. 
COST ACCOUNT. A management control point at which actual costs can be 
accumulated and compared to budgeted costs for work performed. A cost account 
is a natural control point for cost/schedule planning and control, since it repre-
sents the work assigned to one responsible organizational element on one contract 
work breakdown structure (HBS) element. 
COST VARIANCE (CV). The difference between BCWP and actual costs for a 
specifi c enti ty of work. BCWP - ACWP = CV 
DIRECT COSTS. Any costs which can be identified specifically with a particular 
final cost objective. This term is explained in NPR 15-202. 
EARNED VALUE CONCEPT. A systematic method whereby the value of the progress 
(work accomplished) on an effort is measured based on predetermined values for the 
subelements comprising the effort and/or other procedures for assigning values. 
At any point in time, the earned value equals BCWP. 
ELEMENT OF COST. An object, thing, or service (used to accomplish work) clas-
sified by its characteristics rather than by the end purpose which it serves, such 
as: direct labor - engineering and direct labor - manufacturing, direct materials, 
major cost-type subcontracts, burden or overhead, General and Administrative expense, 
and so forth. 
ESTIMATED COST AT COMPLETION OR ESTIMATE AT COMPLETION (EAC). Actual direct 
costs, plus indirect costs allocable to the contract, plus the estimate of costs 
(direct and indirect) for authorized work remaining. 
ESTIMATED COST TO Cm~PLETE (ETC). The estimate of costs, direct and indirect, 
for authorized work remaining. 
FORWARD FUNDING. Uncosted obligations less unfilled orders outstanding. 
INDIRECT COSTS. Costs, which because of their incurrence for common or joint 
objectives, are not readily subject to treatment as direct costs. This term is 
further defined in NPR 3-701.3 and NPR 15-203. 
INITIAL BUDGET. (See Original Budget.) 
INTERNAL REPLANNING. Replanning actions performed by the contractor for 
remaining effort within the recognized total allocated budget. 
LEVEL OF EFFORT (LOE). Effort of a general or supportive nature which does 
not produce definite end products or results. 
MANAGEMENT RESERVE. (Synonymous with Management Reserve Budget). 
of the total allocated budget withheld for management control purposes 
designated for the accomplishment of a specific task or set of tasks. 
part of the Performance Measurement Baseline. 
An amount 
rather than 
It is not a 
NEGOTIATED CONTRACT COST. The estimated cost negotiated in a cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract, or the negotiated contract target cost in either a fixed-price-incentive-
fee contract or a cost-plus-incentive-fee contract. 
OBLIGATIONS. Amounts of orders placed, contracts awarded, services received, 
or other similar transactions which require disbursement of money. Includes disburse-
ments not preceded by the recording of obligations, and reflects adjustments for 
differences between obligations and actual disbursements. Obligations are the sum 
of undelivered orders, liabilities, and disbursements. 
OBLIGATIONS, UNCOSTED. Obligations incurred for materials and services which 
have not been accrued as costs. Usually represents materials or services ordered 
but not received or placed in use. 
ORIGINAL BUDGET. The budget established at, or near, the time the contract was 
signed, based on the negotiated contract cost. 
OVERHEAD. (See Indirect Costs.) 
PERFORI4ANCE MEASUREMENT BASELINE. The time-phased budget plan against \'Ihich 
contract performance is measured. It is formed by the budgets assigned to scheduled 
cost accounts and the applicable indirect budgets. For future effort, not planned 
to the cost account level, the performance measurement baseline also includes bud-
gets assigned to high level HBS elements, and undistributed budgets. It equals the 
total allocated budget less management reserve. 
PERFORMING ORGANIZATION. A defined unit within the contractor's organization 
structure, which applies the resources to perform the work. 
PLANNING PACKAGE. A logical aggregation of work within a cost account, 
normally the far term effort, that can be identified and budgeted in early base-
line planning, but is not yet defined into work packages. 
REPLANNING. (See Internal Replanning.) 
REPROGRAI4flING. Replanning of the effort remaining in the contract, resulting 
in a new budget allocation which exceeds the contract budget base. 
RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION. A defined unit within the contractor's organization 
structure which is assigned responsibility for accomplishing specific tasks. 
SIGNIFICANT VARIANCES. Those differences between either (1) planning and actual 
performance or (2) current ETC and budgeted cost of authorized work remaining, which 
require further review, analysis, or action. Appropriate thresholds should be estab-
lsihed as to the magnitude of variances which will require variance analysis. 
SUBDIVISION OF HORK. A work package which serves as a basic common denominator 
for correlation of financial data with related schedule and performance data (both 
planned and actual). 
TOTAL ALLOCATED BUDGET. The sum of all budgets allocated to the contract. 
Total allocated budget consists of the performance measurement baseline and all 
management reserve. The total allocated budget will reconcile directly to the 
contract budget base. Any differences will be documented as to quantity and cause. 
UNFILLED ORDERS OUTSTANDING. For NASA contractor financial management reporting, 
NASA Form 533, Unfilled Orders Outstanding is the balance of the amounts designated 
to the sellers as the fund limitation of subcontracts, purchase orders, and other 
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firm orders issued by the contractor vlhich have not been included in costs incurred 
to date. The fund limitation is often less than the total estimated amount to be 
purchased. More specifically, amounts of open purchase orders, including negotiated 
changes, on which materials or services have not been received; the firm payment 
plan"(e.g., progress payments) for lump-sum and fixed-price subcontracts, including 
modifications not taken into cost; and contractually revised firm payment plans from 
cost-type subcontracts are included. 
UNDISTRIBUTED BUDGET. Budget applicable to contract effort which has not yet 
been identified to CWBS elements at or below the lowest level of reporting to the 
Government. 
VARIANCES. (See Significant Variances.) 
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS). A product-oriented family tree division of 
hardware, software, services, and other work tasks which organizes, defines, and 
graphically displays the product to be produced, as well as the work to be accom-
plished to achieve the specified product. 
HORK PACKAGE BUDGETS. Resources which are formally assigned by the contractor 
to accomplish a work package, expressed in dollars, hours, standards, or other 
definitive units. 
I-JORK PACKAGES. Detailed short-span jobs, or material items, identified by 
the contractor for accomplishing work required to complete the contract. A work 
package has the following characteristics: 
(1) It represents units of work at levels where work is performed. 
(2) It is clearly distinguishable from all other work packages. 
(3) It is assignable to a single organizational element. 
(4) It has scheduled start and completion dates and, as applicable, interim 
milestones, all of which are representative of physical accomplishment. 
(5) It has a budget or assigned value expressed in terms of dollars, man-
hours, or other measurable units. 
(6) Its duration is limited to a relatively short span of time or it is 
subdivided by discrete value-milestones to facilitate the objective measurement 
of work performed. 
(7) It is integrated with detailed engineering, manufacturing, or other 
schedules. 
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